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NEW BOOKS
CHOOSING TO
BE A MEDIUM

OPENING THE
AKASHIC RECORDS

SECOND
FIRSTS

by Sharon Farber
RRP:$37.00
9780738757483
Llewellyn
Paperback
264 pages

by Maureen J St Germain
RRP:$33.00
9781591433385
Bear & Co
Paperback
176 pages

by Christina Rasmussen
RRP:$26.00
9781401957063
Hay House
Paperback
216 pages

Explore what mediumship is and isn’t, learn about its
roots in Spiritualism, and practice useful techniques
such as setting intention, raising your vibration, and
smudging. This book shows how to effectively gather
information from those you connect with in spirit and
how to overcome common fears and challenges.

A clear and simple manual of precise instructions for
accessing the Akashic Records and confirming the
accuracy of the information you receive. The Akashic
Records are a vast domain of energetic imprints much
like a movie library, a living vibrational field that stores
all possible futures, the present, and the past.

PRACTICAL GUIDE
TO THE LENORMAND
ORACLE CARDS HB

BAREFOOT
WISDOM
by Sharon Whitely
RRP:$40.00
9780764355448
Schiffer Pub Ltd
Paperback
112 pages
Discover how to reconnect with nature's energy to
step into better health through getting grounded.
Grounding is a freely available way to tap into the
Earth's always-accessible and ever-powerful natural
energy to rebalance the body and restore health.

by Christiane Renner
RRP:$35.00
9788865275603
Lo Scarabeo
Hardback
48 pages
Christiane Renner walks you through the mysteries
of the world of the famous Lenormand Oracle. She
makes learning easy with diagrams and keywords.
Master the card readings and the system and you will
be doing practical clear readings in no time.

In SECOND FIRSTS, Christina Rasmussen introduces the reader to her Life Re-entry® process. A unique
step-by-step programme, it is based on the science of
neuroplasticity, which is designed to break the spiral of
grief, so readers can stop simply surviving and begin
to live again.

TAROT
ELEMENTS
by Melissa Cynova
RRP:$35.00
9780738758404
Llewellyn
Paperback
288 pages
Author Melissa Cynova noticed that clients often turn
up for readings with extremely complicated problems.
She developed the five readings in TAROT ELEMENTS as a program for hitting the reset button on
life. Whether you're reading for yourself or for others,
this book can help you work with any tarot deck.

CARDS
DIVINE FEATHER
MESSENGER DECK
& BOOK SET
by Alison Denicola
& David Scheirer
RRP:$52.00
9781572819627
US Games Systems
Cards
This inspirational deck brings the angelic insights and
healing energy associated with "finding feathers" to
those who seek divine guidance from the mystical
realm of birds. Double-sided cards present feather art
on one side, with a watercolour image of the bird and
an affirmation message on the reverse.

PRE RAPHAELITE
TAROT DECK

RAVENS WAND
ORACLE

by Giuliano Costa
RRP:$40.00
9788865275696
Lo Scarabeo
Cards

by Steven Hutton
RRP:$52.00
9781572819511
US Games Systems
Cards

Created by Giuliano Costa, who us gave us the
Mystical tarot, the Pre-Raphaelite tarot brings more
intriguing beauty to Tarot. Giuliano Costa combines
the lushness of Pre-Raphaelite art with compelling
surrealism and surprising symbolism while remaining
true to traditional meanings.

Inspired by Steven Hutton's popular DARK RAVEN
CHRONICLES Trilogy, RAVEN'S WAND ORACLE
draws insights from the tale of a mysterious black
wand, brave young Kolfinnia, whose fate it is to save
witchcraft, and the sage old witch Valonia who counsels that mind creates matter.

FLAG STRINGS - 50% DISCOUNT
FLAG STRING
RAINBOW CHAKRA

FLAG STRING
CHAKRA PRANA

FLAG STRING
NAMASTE

FLAG STRING
OM MANI PADME HUM

RRP:$40.00

RRP:$40.00

RRP:$40.00

RRP:$40.00

FS01
Mandala Arts
Flag String

FS02
Mandala Arts
Flag String

FS03
Mandala Arts
Flag String

FS04
Mandala Arts
Flag String

These new flag strings by Bryon Allen are printed on durable knit polyester. Colour fast and washable, they’ll look good for years indoors or outdoors.
Flag strings make elegant accents for your outdoor living spaces, or for bringing colour and life inside your home or workplace.
Hang over a window or doorway, or anywhere you’d like to bring a festive, uplifting touch.
12.7cm x 106.6cm

50% Discount
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NEW HEALTH TITLES
HEALING
THE THYROID
WITH AYURVEDA

by Ervin Laszlo
& Pier Biava
RRP:$35.00
9781620558225
Healing Arts Press
Paperback
224 pages

by Marianne Teitelbaum
RRP:$35.00
9781620557822
Healing Arts Press
Paperback
288 pages
A comprehensive guide to addressing the growing
epidemic of thyroid disease from the perspective of the
Ayurvedic tradition. Marianne Teitelbaum integrates
the ancient medicine of Ayurveda with modern scientific findings.

NATURAL
COMPRESSES AND
POULTICES

INFORMATION
MEDICINE

by Christopher Vasey
RRP:$31.00
9781620557372
Healing Arts Press
Paperback
144 pages
A step-by-step naturopathic guide to using the handson natural healing method of compresses and poultices. Valued by herbalists, midwives, and mothers
throughout history, compresses and poultices are
gentle yet highly effective natural remedies.

The authors explain how restoring communication
between aberrant cells and the body’s information
network, or epigenetic code, restores healthy function,
offering a new cellular “reprogramming” treatment for
cancer and other degenerative diseases.

NEW TITLES
BEING
YOU

EVERYDAY
EMPATH

SIGNS FROM
THE OTHER SIDE

by Maggie Eyre
RRP:$33.00
9781925335927
Exisle Publishing
Paperback
296 pages

by Raven Digitalis
RRP:$37.00
9780738758602
Llewellyn
Paperback
216 pages

by Bill Philipps
RRP:$33.00
9781608685523
New World Library
Paperback
176 pages

Being You teaches you everything you need to know
about personal branding. A personal brand tells the
world about who you are as a human being personally
and professionally.

Enrich your knowledge of empathy and improve your
empathic abilities with this captivating, easy-to-use
guide. The EVERYDAY EMPATH offers a wellrounded view of what it means to experience high
levels of empathy in daily life.

HERBALLY
YOURS

TRANSFORMING
PLASTIC

by Penny Royal
RRP:$21.00
9780960922611
Sound Nutrition
Paperback
127 pages

by Albert Bates
RRP:$21.00
9781570673719
Book Publishing Co
Paperback
120 pages

Easy to understand, this guide to herbal medications is
simple enough for the herbal student yet complete
enough for the herbal practitioner. Common definitions
and basic directions for making decoctions, extracts,
infusions, oils, and poultices.

While mediums sometimes resist the flow of communications they receive from the "other side," the best of
them know what solace such messages can provide.
The truly gifted also know that their gifts are not
unique, that they can be cultivated by anyone.

TRUTHTELLER
by Stephen Davis
RRP:$30.00
9781925335897
Exisle Publishing
Paperback
264 pages
TRUTHTELLER is an essential guide to how governments and corporations cover up murder, corruption
and catastrophe, for teachers, students and concerned citizens who want to know the facts, not fake
news.

As a culture, we are addicted to plastic, and in today’s
plastic-laden world, it is impossible to completely avoid
it. Permaculturist Albert Bates addresses the magnitude and consequences of this global problem, and his
evaluation is chilling to read.

CDS
HIGH PERFORMANCE PLANNER
Black*Blue*Green*Orange*Red*Yellow
by Brendon Burchard
Hay House
Paperback

Black

Blue

Green

9781401957230

9781401957360

9781401957353

Orange

Red

Yellow

9781401957346

9781401957322

9781401957339

FREEPHONE:
FREEFAX:
EMAIL:

192 pages

The High Performance Planner is a 2-in-1 day planner and journal based on the world's
largest study of how high performers increase productivity, set goals, prioritize projects,
outperform their peers, and create the positive mindset and habits needed to win the day.
Through morning mindset journal prompts, daily goal boxes, evening scorecards, weekly
habit assessments, monthly project planning, and proprietary whole life balance sheets,
the Planner helps you think more strategically, prioritize like a pro, achieve your goals
faster, and become more focused, happy, and productive.
Best of all, the Planner helps you install the personal and professional habits proven to
lead to long-term success.

Visit our website www.akasha.co.nz
TO ORDER:

RRP:$32.00

for price and availability

0800 NEWAGE
0800 639-243
0800 845-738
info@akasha.co.nz

or order direct on our web site: www.akasha.co.nz

Find us
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